We report on fluctuations of the geometric scale factor of a very large ring laser situated thirty metres underground in the Cashmere Cavern in Christchurch (New Zealand). Variations in temperature and atmospheric pressure cause thermoelastic deformations to the cavern, which lead to changes of the area and perimeter of the ring laser structure. In-situ beam monitoring has been used to partially correct for these effects.
where K R = 4A/λL is the geometrical scaling factor of an empty ring laser cavity. K A accounts for the additional contributions due to the presence of an amplifying laser medium, while ∆f 0 allows for mode pulling and pushing because of dispersion and ∆f bs takes the coupling of the two laser beams in the presence of backscatter into account [2] . These latter two effects are well established in the ring laser literature e.g. [1, 2] and are therefore excluded from the following discussion. Ring laser applications in Geodesy and Geophysics require ultimately stable and highly sensitive sensors [5, 6] with a demand for a relative sensor resolution of ∆Ω/Ω E < 10 −9 .
The beat frequency obtained from a ring laser gyro is proportional to the scaling factor, the rotational velocity and the orientation of the area normal vector and the vector of rotation as shown in equation 1. However the normal vector of the area circumscribed by the laser beams is only well defined for a triangular ring. Since most of the very large ring lasers existing to date have a square or rectangular shape one needs to modify the definition of orientation for these instruments. All the large ring lasers mentioned in Table I The residual downward trend is due to contamination of the laser gas with hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen and water vapor via outgassing from the cavity enclosure and gives rise to an additional loss factor in the gain medium. This effect has been observed in a different context for linear HeNe lasers by [3] and [4] . UG2 with a stainless steel tube enclosing the laser gas along the entire perimeter of 121.435 m experiences a substantial amount of outgassing. On two occasions measurements of the total gas pressure inside the cavity were made, each over a period of 56 days. We observed an overall increase of 0.022 mbar and 0.020 mbar of hydrogen, amounting to 4 × 10 −4 mbar H 2 per day taking the UG2 ring laser well into the regime where additional losses from absorption effects by hydrogen become visible. Because of the need to adjust our large ring lasers to single longitudinal mode operation near laser threshold, we are using a feedback circuit that stabilizes the gain medium to constant beam power. Increasing losses in the laser cavity therefore will raise the loop gain accordingly. We follow the approach of [1] K A describes the contribution of the active medium to the scale factor of a large ring laser gyro as
In this equation ∆K A /K A corresponds to the scale factor correction due to the active laser medium, (∆K/K) N is the constant part of the scale factor correction, the second term on the right side allows for laser gain related contributions and the last term accounts for non linear contributions such as backscatter related coupling, which we neglect from the following discussion. Usually the gain factor G is considered constant with respect to time in ring laser theory. However for the reasons outlined above we account for the progressive compensation of gas impurity related losses by setting
This choice is arbitrary and is motivated from the behavior of the loss in [3] . The beam output power of eq. 2 in the required form for large ring lasers with an isotope mixture of 20 Ne and 22 Ne becomes 
Applied to the dataset of fig. 2b we obtain a corrected dataset as shown in fig. 2c after a nonlinear least squares fitting procedure.
In summary, we have measured, and partially corrected for, laser beam walk in a large scale active ring laser interferometer -UG2. Excellent results are obtained for the reduction of geometric scale factor variations, notwithstanding a gain medium related contribution to the scale factor caused by a gradual reduction in intra-cavity power related to contamination due to hydrogen outgassing. gyroscope. Raw data a), after the geometric scale factor corrections b) and after the reduction of the gain medium contribution c).
